17. Cutting projects

C. Editing mats

You have the option to make edits to your cutting mats on the Mat Preview as well as on the Cut Screen, even while another mat is cutting!

Step 1 The Mat Preview allows you to make any edits to your cutting mat(s) before proceeding to the Cut Screen.

These edits include:

1. Changing the project quantity – applies the number of desired copies to each layer in your project
2. Moving or rotating images – select and move or rotate your images on the mat
3. Changing material size – change the size of your material on the cutting mat
4. Flipping all images on one mat – flip all the images on a mat-by-mat basis for iron-on and other necessary projects

Tip If you change the project quantity after making edits to any of your cutting mats, all adjustments will be set back to their default settings and placement. We recommend you enter the project copies before making any edits to prevent this from happening.

Step 2 Once you are ready to cut, click Continue.
Tip If you are not signed in with your Cricut ID, you will need to do so to continue.

Step 3 This will take you to the Cut Screen where you will follow the onscreen prompts to complete each cut. If you would like to make edits, simply select the mat you desire from the Mat Panel, then click Edit Mat.

Tip You cannot make any edits to mats that are in the process of cutting. You can, however, select another mat from the Mat Panel and make edits to that one, while another is cutting.

Step 4 This will open the edit mat view, where you can make adjustments such as moving or rotating your image, change the material size, or flip all images on the selected mat.
Tip Any edits you make will not affect mats that have already been cut. For example, if you have two blue mats and have already cut the first one, then change the material size for the second one, the first blue mat will remain as-is.

Step 5 When you are done making edits, click Done.

Step 6 This will take you back to the Cut Screen, where you can continue where you left off.
1. Set
   Adjust the Smart Set Dial on your machine to the desired material.

2. Load
   Insert mat with desired material into position. Press the Load button.

3. Go
   Press the Loading Go button on the machine to begin.